
SIMPLICITY HAS JUST GOT BETTER
The F2 is a refinement of the Fun, one of the biggest selling hang gliders of it’s kind in Australia 
and many other countries around the world. With improved look, sink rate, reduced pitch 
pressure, and glide it utilises many technologies that make the Rev and Sting 3 world class 
hang gliders. It’s still true to its name – fun to fly, light weight, quick and easy to set-up. Fly 
the dunes, coastal cliff or inland thermals the Fun will not disappoint. The Fun is light and well 
balanced, which makes it easy to launch and land. A perfect glider for the novice, a must have 
for experienced pilot’s who want to put the fun back into their sport.

Airborne’s most popular hang glider
is now even better



The F2 glider will give you hours of fun whether you fly the dunes, coastal cliffs or 
thermals. The F2 is one of the easiest hang gliders to launch and land. The F2 will 
help pilots to build their confidence and hone their skill in all aspects of the sport. 
Searching for the perfect sand dune or competing in the floater class shows the 
versatility of the F2. 

NEW IMPROVED FEATURES
•  Improved sink rate, glide performance and 

reduced pitch pressure

• New luff curve for enhanced performance

•  Rim and fill panel layout for new look

•  New nose cone

•  Improved airfoil with leading edge pocket

•  Clean lines with the latest enclosed 
hinged battens

•  Better sail fit at junction with cross bar 
leading edge

•  Round down tube knuckle allows greater 
speed bar options

•  Improved stability with the new reflex 
bridle attachment 

FEATURES
•  True sky floating handling and 

performance

• Exceptional sink rate

•  Light Weight with 7075-T6 Airframe 

•  Virtually maintenance free 7075-T6 
Battens

•  Quick and easy assembly (flat or on the 
frame)

•  Fun to fly on the coast and inland

•  Easy to launch and land

•  Easy to short-pack for that overseas trip
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New rim and fill layout look

Improved performance

Easy launch and land

Simplic ity is fun

Exceptional engineerring and clean lines with the latest enclosed hinged battens 


